
Fully Managed Podiatry Clinic, $120K P.A. To
Non-Working Owner
This podiatry clinic opportunity can justifiably be described as
unique. Offering the only cold laser treatment in Auckland for
fungal nail complaints, the clinic earns 70% of its revenue
from this specialist, effective treatment which provides
excellent cash flow.

There are two full time qualified employees providing
traditional podiatry services and both are skilled in the
application of the cold laser treatment. Two cold laser
machines means both feet can be treated at one time.

This is an ideal acquisition for a podiatry business seeking
expansion with the benefit of a unique income stream with no
competitor in the cold laser treatment space for 130 kms.

An owner operator could significantly increase the return of
$120k p.a. (average profit includes Covid years) by working in
the business themselves.

The facilities have ample space for expansion with three
consulting rooms downstairs in this modern new
development and a similar space upstairs with full kitchen
and bathroom facilities.
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Sold



The current owner is located overseas and manages the
business remotely, which takes him around 30 mins per week.

The clinic has a high profile with excellent search and
conversion metrics resulting from advanced SEO advertising.

This rare opportunity to claim an attractive foothold in the
podiatry market in Auckland is well priced at $275,000.

If you are interested and would like more information about
this business, please visit the Barker Business Brokerage
website, search reference number 3345 and submit the online
Confidentiality Agreement. Once Michelle receives your
expression of interest she will be in touch regarding further
information about this opportunity.

*Source of information - Supplied by the Business Owner.
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